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There's a new kid in Derek Fallon's class. His name is Umberto and he uses a wheelchair. Derek's

family is still fostering Frank the monkey, and Derek thinks it would be great to train Frank to assist

Umberto. But Derek quickly realizes that Umberto is definitely not looking for any help. Derek soon

becomes the butt of Umberto's jokes. On top of that, Umberto starts stealing Derek's cartoon ideas

and claiming them as his own. How did Derek get himself into this mess, and how can he find a way

out before he is the laughingstock of school? The answer may very well be his cartoon

stripâ€•SUPER FRANK! My Life as a Cartoonist features illustrations by Janet Tashjian's son, Jake

Tashian.
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I have to say that I liked that first two books more than this one. I felt like story didn't move forward

that much. I guess I wanted to know if something finally happened between Carly and him, or if his

monkey got a new owner/home yet etc. Since nothing happened at that end or even anything major

happened with the main character I just wasn't pleased with the book. I have all three of them and

read them. I do like this series, so I will allow my soon to be 3rd grader to read them. People always

say this series is better for boys than the other Nate collection out there. I believe this is a good



series for boys to read, and I'm sure my daughter would want to read this one day too.

This is the third book in this series that I've read with my son and we both love them. The story's are

all creative and unique and, best of all, age appropriate. The main character Derek is not your

typical 2-dimensional kid found in most of these pre-teen books. Also, even though I don't have any

family/friends who are in a wheelchair...I do appreciate that there are at least 2 characters who are

and that they are also written as fully formed characters. These books are easy to read and a lot of

fun for any young reader between the ages of 8-12.

I loved the book so much. I barely wanted to put the book down. It can tell you how to get through

bullying. I'm a kid so I know what it's like getting bullied. But for one thing I really liked the book.

The book is really cute it had a veryrelateable, and up to date story line. My son started using some

of the ideas at home that ere in the book

I chose the rate for a few reasons it was a good story and the pulpit was awesome and well. But it

also taught a few good lessons like how Derek and umpbto became friends.

I can't keep this book on my shelves (classroom library). This books makes a great step up from the

Wimpy Kid series as there is more text and less cartoon.

Terrific book in a terrific series. Strong vocabulary, and wonderful lessons taught through a delightful

story. The perfect series for a reluctant reader!

My students and I love this series of books, and we couldn't wait to get our hands on this one! It

totally lived up to our expectations! Thanks, !
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